Maps comprising part of this scheme

- Falls Creek Alpine Resort as defined in the Alpine Resorts Act 1983
- Mt Hotham Alpine Resort as defined in the Alpine Resorts Act 1983
- Mt Buller Alpine Resort as defined in the Alpine Resorts Act 1983
- Mt Stirling Alpine Resort as defined in the Alpine Resorts Act 1983
- Lake Mountain Alpine Resort as defined in the Alpine Resorts Act 1983
- Mt Baw Baw Alpine Resort defined in the Alpine Resorts Act 1983

Alpine Resort Planning Scheme - Falls Creek Alpine Resort Map
1, 1EMO, 1ESO, 1WMO
2, 2EMO, 2ESO, 2WMO
3, 3EMO, 3ESO, 3DDO, 3WMO

Alpine Resort Planning Scheme - Mt Hotham Alpine Resort Map
4, 4EMO, 4WMO
5, 5ESO, 5HO, 5EMO, 5WMO
6, 6ESO, 6EMO, 6WMO
7, 7ESO, 7EMO, 7WMO
8, 8EMO, 8WMO

Alpine Resort Planning Scheme - Mt Buller Alpine Resort / Mt Stirling Alpine Resort Map
9, 9EMO, 9WMO
10, 10EMO, 10WMO
11, 11ESO, 11DDO, 11EMO, 11WMO
12, 12ESO, 12DDO, 12EMO, 12WMO

Alpine Resort Planning Scheme - Lake Mountain Alpine Resort Map
13, 13EMO, 13WMO
14, 14EMO, 14WMO
15, 15EMO, 15WMO

Alpine Resort Planning Scheme - Mt Baw Baw Alpine Resort Map
16, 16EMO, 16WMO
17, 17EMO, 17WMO
18, 18EMO, 18WMO